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Qura cures its IT limitations with a Syneto
solution

Overview
Company: Qura
Location: Italy

The Challenge

- protect company data,
including intellectual
property
- achieve reliable Disaster
Recovery
- ﬁnd an IT infrastructure
that meets the company’s
expansion needs

The Solution

- Data protection with
instant automatic
backups.
- Certain and reliable
recovery: in only 15
minutes.
- Seamless scalability
with an IT infrastructure
designed for the needs of
SMBs.

Customer Proﬁle

Qura is a knowledge-based company involved in the
development of innovative technologies and devices in the
medical ﬁeld of extracorporeal circulation.
The company was founded in 2015 and currently employs over
40 people, operating in three different locations that total a
surface of over 3000 sqm.

The Challenge

A growing company, Qura was searching for a new IT solution
that would meet their IT needs following their constant
expansion. They were also looking for a solution that would be
adequate to scale according to their future expansion plans.
When searching for a new IT infrastructure, Qura had wanted a
solution that would ensure the protection of all their data,
including documents that are the company’s intellectual
property: quality assurance documents, but also technical
documents (project data, reports, etc.)
Another criterion in choosing a new IT solution has been the
products’ capability of ensuring fast and reliable Disaster
Recovery.

The Solution

Qura has chosen a Syneto solution to help
them overcome the limitations of their
existing IT. The solution was chosen due to
its ability to comply with the regulatory
requirements that the company, active in the
medical ﬁeld, was supposed to meet. These
requirements mainly concern data
protection, data integrity, and data
consistency.
The Syneto solution ensures data protection
with instant automatic backups. The fact

that once scheduled, the backup processes
take place automatically, has helped the
company maintain consistent backups, but
also to save the IT team precious time.
In case of a disaster, all the company’s data
can be recovered and restored in just a few
minutes. The certain recovery time will help
the company minimize downtime in case of
a negative event.
The company is planning to acquire new
Syneto products again in the future.

“The new Syneto infrastructure has successfully met all our regulatory requirements
regarding data protection, data integrity, and data consistency. ”
- Daniele Galavotti - CEO, Qura

Data protection

Seamless scalability

With instant automatic backups that can be
restored instantly.

With an easily scalable IT solution that has
been designed for the IT needs of SMBs.

Certain and reliable recovery
The infrastructure can be “up and running”
within 15 minutes after a disaster occurs.
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Syneto creates technologies which Simplify,
Accelerate and Protect IT operations. We take the
latest, cutting-edge enterprise IT technologies and
combine them with an incredible level of management
simplicity and operational agility to deliver
uncompromising simplicity, speed and security. A
demonstration of how smart IT can be.
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